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 Where is rainfall measured in Africa? (and where not)

 Where are observation records improving? (and where not)

 Comparing 7 satellite products

 Evaluating with WMO stations, and non-WMO stations

 What can we conclude (and what not)
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Reported daily rainfall observations (2001-16)
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Evaluation with WMO observations

 Evaluation approach published in Dembélé and Zwart (2017) in
International Journal of Remote Sensing:

 Continuous statistics to assess rainfall quantity
 Categorical statistics to assess capability to detect rainfall

 Time steps: dekads, months, years (not daily!)

 Pixel-to-point comparison

 Only stations with more than 50% completeness in observations





WMO Stations with more 
than 50% completeness
between 2001 and 2016
(16 years x 36 dekads x 50%

= 288 dekads minimum)



Statistical comparison for dekads (2001–16) 

Averages of all stations in Africa that report minimal 50% completeness
 Pearson’s correlation coefficient
 Mean Error
 Root Mean Squared Error
 Bias
 Nash-Suthcliffe efficiency coefficient
 Probability of Detection
 False Alarm Ratio



Statistical comparison for dekads (2001–16) 



Statistical comparison for dekads (2001–16) 



 32 meteorological stations
 Measuring 2012 onwards
 Located in major rice areas
 Public domain - AfricaRice.org
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Statistical comparison for dekads (2001–16) 
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Statistical comparison for dekads (2001–16) 
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Take-home messages

 Daily estimations of precipitation should not be used in hydrological 
modelling, food security assessments, etc.

 Best performing products (in general) in continental Africa is MSWEP
Least performing is TRMM

 Local studies should always evaluate products beforehand and then 
decide for a specific region and specific purpose
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